CALL FOR PAPERS

Plant Physiology® Focus Issue on Ubiquitin in Plant Biology

Deadline for Submissions: May 1, 2012
To submit an article, please go to http://submit.plantphysiol.org/.

Plant Physiology is pleased to announce a Focus Issue on Ubiquitin in Plant Biology to be published in September 2012. The issue will be edited by Vitaly Citovsky and Bonnie Bartel. Research article submissions on the roles of ubiquitin or ubiquitin-like modifiers in all aspects of plant biology are welcome, including development and morphogenesis, hormonal and environmental responses, chromatin remodeling and histone modifications, and plant–pathogen interactions. The issue also will include invited updates on areas of recent progress.

Authors interested in contributing should indicate this in the cover letter when submitting papers online at http://submit.plantphysiol.org/. Please select “Ubiquitin in Plant Biology (September 2012)” from the Focus Issue list in the online submission system. Articles published within 2 years before and after the Focus Issue will be considered for inclusion in an online Focus Collection of articles relevant to the focus topic.

Please contact Vitaly Citovsky (vitaly.citovsky@stonybrook.edu) or Bonnie Bartel (bartel@rice.edu) for additional information.

Announcing one-touch access to Plant Physiology and The Plant Cell on your smartphone!

Take the journals wherever you go!

It’s easy——

iPhone or iPod Touch: Go to the journal site, touch the arrow at the bottom of your screen, and then select “Add to Home Screen.”

Android: Go to the journal site, touch a blank part of your screen and hold to bookmark the site, and then create a shortcut to the bookmark.
American Society of Plant Biologists

20% off for ASPB Members!

Did you know that as an ASPB member you will receive a fantastic 20% discount on all Wiley-Blackwell titles?*

Placing an order and claiming your discount is easy. Simply quote your special promotion code ASPB when ordering by any of the following ways:

- PHONE: +1 877 762-2974 (toll free)
- FAX: +1 800 597-3299
- POST: John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 10475 Crosspoint Blvd., Indianapolis, IN 46256 USA
- EMAIL: custserv@wiley.com
- ONLINE: www.wiley.com
  (add code ASPB to the promotion code section during checkout)

Don’t delay—browse, buy, and save today!

*Excluding Major Reference Works
Free online color is available for all papers submitted to *The Plant Cell*. This new feature allows you to have figures appear in color in the online version of your article but in black and white in the print version, when the color will add value to your image but is not necessary for interpretation of the data.
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